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Let G be a finite group and E a generating set for G. Let P be a probab-
ility measure on G whose support is E. We define a random walk on G as
follows. At the zeroth stage, we set w0=1. At the k th stage, we set
wk=wk&1x, where x # E is chosen with probability P(x). For g # G, the
probability that wk= g is given by P*k(g), where P*k denotes the k-fold
convolution power. We are interested in when, and more importantly, how
fast P*k converges to the uniform distribution U on G.
Character theory of finite groups is directly relevant in the important
special case that E is a union of conjugacy classes and P is constant
on conjugacy classes. In this case we let P =g # G P(g) g # Z(C[G]). Then
P*k converges to U if and only if P k converges to the primitive central
idempotent e1=|G| &1 g # G g. Using the familiar central characters
|/ : Z(C[G])  C defined for each / # Irr(G) by |/(z)=/(z)/(1), one sees
that P k converges to e1 if and only if no nonprincipal degree one character
of G is constant on E. Character theory is indirectly relevant even when E
is not a union of conjugacy classes, since the rate of convergence for a ran-
dom walk based on E can be compared to the rate for another set F which
is a union of conjugacy classes; see [4]. From now on we assume that E
is a union of conjugacy classes and P is constant on conjugacy classes.
It was shown in [5] that near-uniformity is achieved in n log n steps
when G=Sn and E is the set of all transpositions in G (actually ‘‘parity
problems’’ require that the identity be included in E). This has an impor-
tant analog when G is a finite classical group over GF(q) of rank n, with
natural module V. We fix a positive integer d and require that E consist
of elements x such that dim V(x&1) is at most d. We want to show that
near-uniformity is achieved in O(n) steps, where the implied constant
depends only on d and q. Repeated use of the relation V(xy&1)/
V(x&1) y+V( y&1) shows that at least O(n) steps are needed. When
G=SL(n+1, q) and E is the set of all transvections in G, Hildebrand [10]
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proved a strong O(n) result. He showed in particular that near-uniformity
is achieved after n+c steps, where c is constant.
Whether one is dealing with symmetric groups or classical groups, the
key ‘‘upper bound lemma’’ of Diaconis and Shahshahani (see Lemma 6.3
below) shows that we must establish upper bounds for the character ratios
|/(x)/(1)|, for / # Irr(G) and x # E. In [5] and [10] this was done with
the aid of explicit formulas for /(x) and /(1). Such formulas are not
available in the general classical group situation. Therefore we use the
approach of [7] and our previous papers to bound the character ratios.
The upper bound lemma suggests that we show that |/(x)/(1)|/(1)&#n,
where #=#(d, q) is a small positive constant.
The main result of this paper, Theorem 4.2, gives such /(1)&#n bounds
for all classical groups G and all x as above. Since the general orthogonal
groups were not covered in [7], we cannot prove that # is independent of
q for certain of the orthogonal and symplectic groups. Excluding such
orthogonal and symplectic groups, we may take #(8, q)=0.001 for all q
and #(4, q)=0.01 for q8. In Section 6, we derive O(n) bounds for
random walks from this result. When G=G$, near-uniformity is achieved in
3#&1n steps.
This paper uses a massive amount of algebra to solve a natural problem
from probability theory. Hopefully the /(1)&#n bound will also have purely
algebraic applications.
I thank Persi Diaconis for extensive discussions and correspondence
related to this paper and Kay Magaard for some important suggestions.
1. CLASSICAL AND AUGMENTED GROUPS
This and the next section consist of essentially known results. Our basic
references for the classical groups are [1, 2].
Let V be a finite vector space over a field of characteristic p. Let f be the
zero form or a nonsingular unitary, symplectic, or quadratic form on V. A
vector x # V is said to be isotropic if g(x, x)=0, where g is the (possibly
zero) bilinear or sesquilinear form on V. We say x is singular if x is isotropic
and also f (x)=0 when V is an orthogonal space with quadratic form f.
A subspace U of V is said to be totally singular if UU= and each vector
in U is singular. We denote by I(V, f )=I(V) the group of all isometries of V.
Thus I(V) is a general linear, general unitary, symplectic, or general
orthogonal group. We define a classical group G to be a group satisfying
I(V)$GI(V) for I(V) as above. We define the rank of G to be n&1 if
I(V)=GL(n, q) and otherwise we define the rank of G to be the dimension
of a maximal totally singular subspace of V. In the absence of explicit
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statements to the contrary, we will assume in this paper that our classical
groups have rank at least 4.
Definition 1.0. We let C be the collection of all classical groups, and
we let C(q) be the collection of all classical groups over GF(q). By conven-
tion, GU(n, q) denotes the group whose natural module is an n-dimen-
sional vector space over GF(q2). We let C0 be the subclass of C consisting
of all linear, unitary, and symplectic groups, all groups of the form 0(V),
and the special orthogonal groups in odd characteristic. We let C1 be the
subclass of C0 consisting of all linear and unitary groups, the odd charac-
teristic symplectic groups, and all odd characteristic groups of the form
0(V) or SO(V). The results of [7] are applicable to groups in C0 . Proposi-
tion 1.6 below shows that C1 has a closure property with respect to certain
centralizers and inertia groups.
For the nongroup-theorist reader, we remark that our definition of
classical group is by no means the broadest possible. Projective groups like
PGL(V), PSU(V), and PSp(V) do not in general belong to C. Neither do
certain covering groups of classical groups. When V is an odd charac-
teristic orthogonal space, for example, there is a double cover Spin(V) of
I(V)$, and Spin(V)  C. Also excluded from C are groups which preserve
the form only up to scalar multiples, such as the conformal symplectic
group in odd characteristic.
Now let G=Sp(2m, q) with q even. Let V be the natural module for G.
By [15, Theorem 4.1], H 1(G, V), the group of derivations from G to V
modulo inner derivations, is one-dimensional over GF(q). Let F denote the
one-dimensional trivial GF(q)[G]-module. We claim there is a unique
isomorphism class of GF(q)[G]-modules W which are the middle terms
of nonsplit exact sequences 0  F  W  V  0. Indeed, as in [3,
pp. 502504], such modules W are determined up to isomorphism by
derivations $ from G into Hom(V, F )$V. We have W$=[(v, x) : v # V,
x # F] and (v, x) g=(vg, x+v$(g)). If $1 and $2 differ by an inner deriva-
tion, then W$1 $W$2 . Now multiplication by a nonzero scalar c in the first
coordinate gives an isomorphism from Wc$ to W$ , proving the claim.
This unique nonsplit extension W occurs as the natural module for
GO(2m+1, q)$G. Hence we call W the orthogonal module for G.
The inductive proof of Theorem 4.2 requires that we work with the
following class of ‘‘augmented’’ classical groups.
Definition 1.1. Let H be a finite group. We say H # A if one of the
following holds:
(a) H # C.
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(b) H is isomorphic to a semidirect product GV, where G # C and V
is the natural module for G if G is a unitary, symplectic, or orthogonal
group, and where V is the dual of the natural module for G if G is a linear
group.
(c) H is isomorphic to a semidirect product GV, where G=
Sp(2m, q) with q even, and V is the orthogonal module for G.
(d) H is isomorphic to a semidirect product GU, where G # C(q) is
a unitary or odd characteristic symplectic group, U$=Z(U)=Z(H) has
order q, and UZ(U) is the natural G-module.
We say that H # A1 if H # A and HOp(H) # C1 . Similarly, we can define
A(q) and A1(q). If H # A, we can define the rank of H to be the rank of
HOp(H).
The next two results are well known, so we omit the proofs.
Lemma 1.2. Let G # C(q) be a unitary, symplectic, or orthogonal group.
Let V be the natural module for G and let e # V be a nonzero singular vector.
Let U=CG(e) & CG((e) =(e) ) and let Z=CG(e) & CG(V(e) ). Let H be
a fixed hyperbolic plane in V containing e and let L=CG(H)$G & I(H=).
Then CG(e) is the semidirect product LU, and UZ$(e) =(e) as L-groups.
We have U=Op(CG(e))=Op(N), where N is the stabilizer in G of (e).
Furthermore Z is central in CG(e) and U"Z contains no transvections. If G
is an orthogonal group, then Z=1. If G is unitary or symplectic, then |Z|=q
and Z* consists of transvections.
Lemma 1.3. Let G, U, Z, and L be as in the preceding lemma. Then
U$=Z if G is a unitary or odd characteristic symplectic group. If G=
Sp(2m, q) for q even, then U$=1 and U is the orthogonal module for
L$Sp(2m&2, q).
Lemma 1.4. Let G=Sp(2m, q) with q even. Let W be the orthogonal
module for G. Let * be a nonprincipal linear character of W. Then IG(*) # A.
Proof. Let RW be the radical of the bilinear form on W. Then
R=(r) , where r is a nonsingular vector, and the induced bilinear form on
WR is a nondegenerate symplectic form. If RKer *, then * is a linear
character of WR, the natural G-module. Since WR is self-dual, IG(*) is
the centralizer of a nonzero vector in the symplectic space WR. By the
preceding two lemmas, IG(*)=LU, where L$Sp(2m&2, q) and U is the
orthogonal module for L. Thus IG(*) # A.
Next suppose R Ker *. We embed W isometrically into X, a hyperbolic
orthogonal space of dimension 2m+2 over GF(q). Then W=R==
[x # X : (x, r)=0]. Let H=0+(2m+2, q). We may identify G with CH(r).
Fix + # Irr(X) with +W=*. Let *0 be a fixed nonprincipal linear character
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of the additive group of GF(q). Since X is a self-dual GF(q)[H]-module,
IH(+)=CH( y) for some y # X, with +(x)=*0((x, y)) for all x # X. Since
R Ker *, we have y  W. Thus (r, y) is nondegenerate and IG(+)=
CH(r, y)$0=(2m, q), with ==\1.
We have IG(+)IG(*). We claim that |IG(*) : IG(+)|=2 and IG(*)$
GO=(2m, q). To see this, let s be a nonsingular vector in (r, y) =. By
[1, p. 90], there exist unique transvections tr and ts in GO+(2m+2, q)
with centers (r) and (s) , respectively. Also there exist scalars ar and as
such that xtr=x+ar(x, r) r and xts=x+as(x, s) s for all x # X. This
implies that tr ts=ts tr # CH(r)=G. Also tr ts  CH( y)=IG(+). However,
(w, y)=(w, ytr ts) for all y # R==W. Thus tr ts # IG(+W)=IG(*).
On the other hand, if g # IG(*), we must have *0((w, y))=*0((w, yg)) for
all w # W. Hence yg= y+br for some scalar b. In particular g stabilizes
(r, y). Since g fixes r and preserves the bilinear and quadratic forms on
(r, y) , we see that IG(*) induces a group of order 2 on (r, y). It follows
that IG(*)=(CH(r, y) , tr ts) . Restriction to (r, y) = then gives an
isomorphism from IG(*) onto GO=(2m, q), as desired.
Proposition 1.5. Let G # C1 . Let V be the natural module for G. Then
if v # V, CG(v) # A1 . If * # Irr(V ), then IG(*) # A1 . If G # C, then CG(v) and
IG(*) belong to A, except when G=GO=(2m, q) with q even, in which case
CG(v) or IG(*) may be isomorphic to Z2_Sp(2m&2, q).
Proof. First suppose G is a unitary, symplectic, or orthogonal group.
Since V is a selfdual GF(q)[G]-module, it suffices to prove the assertions
about CG(v). First suppose v is a nonzero singular vector. By Lemma 1.2,
CG(v)=LU, where L=CG(H) and U is described in Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3.
In all cases [I(H=), I(H=)]LI(H =), so L # C. If G is an odd charac-
teristic orthogonal group and G # C1 , then GSO(V), and so L
SO(H=). Thus G # C1 implies L # C1 . By Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3, the structure
of U and the action of L on U satisfy Definition 1.1.
Next suppose v is a nonsingular vector. Then G is a unitary or
orthogonal group. If G is unitary and V has GF(q2)-dimension m, then V
is the orthogonal direct sum of (v) and (v) =, and [I((v) =), I((v) =)]
CG(v)I((v) =)$GU(m&1, q). Thus CG(v) # C1 . If G is an odd charac-
teristic orthogonal group, then again V is the orthogonal direct sum of (v)
and (v) =, so CG(v) # C. If GSO(V ), then CG(v)SO((v) =), so G # C1
implies CG(v) # C1 . Next suppose G is a characteristic 2 orthogonal group.
If G=0=(2m, q), then CG(v)$I((v)=)=GO(2m&1, q)$Sp(2m&2, q) # C.
If G=GO=(2m, q), then CG(v)$Z2_Sp(2m&2, q), since there is a trans-
vection in G with center (v) by [1, p. 90].
Now suppose G is a linear group and let v be a nonzero vector in V. Let
U=CG(v) & CG(V(v) ). Then U=Op(N), where N is the stabilizer in G
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of (v) , and U* consists of transvections. Let H be a fixed hyperplane in
V which does not contain v. Identify GL(H) with [g # GL(V ) : vg=v and
Hg=H]. We have CGL(V )(v)=GL(H) U, a semidirect product. Since
SL(V )GGL(V ), we have CG(v)=G & GL(H) U=(G & GL(H)) U. Let
L=G & GL(H). Then SL(H)LGL(H), so CG(v)=LU, with L # C1 .
For u # U, define ,u # Hom(V(v) , (v) )$(V(v) )* by ,u(w )=wu&w;
here w # V(v) and w # V is any preimage of w . Then ,u1u2(w )=wu1u2&w
=(wu1&w) u2 +(wu2&w) = (wu1&w) +(wu2&w)= (,u1+,u2)(w ). Thus
the map sending u to ,u is an isomorphism of groups. If x # CG(v),
then ,ux(w )=wux&w=(wx&1u&wx&1) x=wx&1u&wx&1=,u(w x&1)=
(,u)x (w ). Thus U and (V(v) )* are isomorphic as CG(v)U-groups. It
follows that CG(v) # A1 .
Finally suppose G is a linear group and w # V*. The representation of G
on V* is equivalent to the representation of G on V, preceded by the
inverse transpose automorphism of G. This can be verified, for example, by
comparing the p-Brauer characters. Hence CG(w) is isomorphic, under the
inverse transpose automorphism, to the centralizer of a vector in the
natural module. It follows that CG(w) # A1 .
2. CHARACTER AND FIXED POINT RATIOS
Definition 2.1. Let G be a finite group and p a fixed prime number.
We say G is admissible if G=( y, Op$(G _)) , where G is a connected reduc-
tive group over GF( p) with G $ a product of simply connected components,
_ is a Frobenius morphism of G , and y is a semisimple element of G _ . If
G $ is also simple as an algebraic group, we say G is a simple admissible
group.
For the nongroup-theorist reader, we mention that O p$(G _)=(G _)$
except for some groups of rank less than 3 over small fields. We will show
below that groups in the class C0 (Definition 1.0) are homomorphic images
of simple admissible groups, so that irreducible characters of groups in C0
may be viewed as irreducible characters of simple admissible groups. It will
follow that the results of [7] are directly applicable to groups in C0 . These
results are not directly applicable to groups in C"C0 , but we will
nevertheless obtain O(r) bounds for convergence rates of random walks for
all groups in C. The results of [7] are also directly applicable to some of
the ‘‘classical groups’’ which do not belong to C; see the fourth paragraph
of Section 1. Finally, the results of [7] are directly applicable to some of
the exceptional groups of Lie type. These are groups of type G2 , F4 , E6 ,
E7 , E8 , 2E6 , and 3D4 , and the Suzuki and Ree groups. Our asymptotic
random walk problem does not make sense for the exceptional groups,
since their ranks are bounded.
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Theorem 2.2. Let G # C0 (Definition 1.0). Let / # Irr(G) with /(1)>1.
Let x # G"Z(G). If q4 and x is unipotent, then |/(x)/(1)| 34 . If q>4 and
x is unipotent, then |/(x)/(1)|1(- q&1). If x is not unipotent, then
|/(x)/(1)| 1920 . If x is not unipotent and G is not an odd characteristic sym-
plectic group, then |/(x)/(1)|8q&14q2. If x is not unipotent and G is an
odd characteristic symplectic group, then |/(x)/(1)|max(8q&14q2,
m(q)), where m(q)=8q+(1&3q)(q(- q&1))&1&19q2+12q3. We have
m(q)9q for q11.
Proof. This follows immediately from the corresponding results of [7],
namely [7, Theorem 3.3, Theorem 1.11, Theorem 5.3], once we show that
G is a homomorphic image of a simple admissible group. If G is not an
orthogonal group, then we may take G to be a general linear or symplectic
group over GF( p) and _ an appropriate Frobenius morphism. Then G $ is
simply connected, and O p$(G _)GG _ , so G is a simple admissible
group. If G is an orthogonal group and G # C0 , then either G is quasisimple
and hence a homomorphic image of a simple admissible group, or G is a
special orthogonal group in odd characteristic. If G is a special orthogonal
group in odd characteristic, then G is a homomorphic image of a finite spe-
cial Clifford group, so it suffices to show that the latter group is of the form
G _ , for G and _ as in Definition 2.1. By [6, pp. 128129], we may take
G to be the special Clifford group over GF( p); then G $ is the simply
connected spin group over GF( p).
Definition 2.3. Let G # C, and let v be a nonzero singular vector in the
natural module V of G. Let N be the stabilizer in G of (v) , so that N is
a maximal parabolic subgroup of G. Let U=Op(N). For / # Irr(G), write
/N=/1+/2+/3+/4 , where the constituents of /1 are linear characters of
N, the constituents of /2 are nonlinear but have U in their kernels, the con-
stituents of /3 lie over nonprincipal O p$(N)-invariant irreducible characters
of U, and the constituents of /4 lie over characters of U which are not
Op$(N)-invariant.
We recall that singular vectors were defined in the second paragraph of
Section 1. For the nongroup-theorist reader, we remark that an irreducible
character / of a finite group G is said to lie over an irreducible character
 of a normal subgroup N of G, if  is a constituent of the restriction /N .
Lemma 2.4. Let G, N and U be as in Definition 2.3. Let / # Irr(G), with
/(1)>1. Then (/1+/2)(1)/(1) 34+|U|
&1 if q4, while (/1+/2)(1)
/(1)(- q&1)&1+|U| &1 if q>4.
Proof. Let u # U*. Let G0G with G0 # C0 and |G : G0 |2. Then
UG0 . Applying Theorem 2.2 to the constituents of /G0 and using the
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triangle inequality, we see that |/(u)/(1)| 34 when q4, while |/(u)/(1)|
(- q&1)&1 when q>4. Since (/1+/2)(1)/(1)=(/U , 1U)/(1), we have
(/1+/2)(1)/(1)|U|&1 :
u # U
|/(u)/(1)|
|U|&1+|U|&1 :
u # U*
|/(u)/(1)|.
The result follows.
The next two lemmas are needed for the estimation of /3 .
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a finite group of the form (x, E) , where E is a
normal extraspecial subgroup of G. Let / # Irr(G) with Z(E) Ker /. Then
/(x)=0 or |/(x)| 2=|CEZ(E)(x)|.
Proof. This standard result is [7, Lemma 1.9].
Lemma 2.6. Let H=GU be as in Definition 1.1d. Let % # Irr(U) with
Z Ker %. Then %(1)=|U : Z| 12 and % extends to a character % # Irr(H). If
x # H, then % (x)=0 or |% (x)| 2=|CUZ(x)|.
Proof. Since U(Z & Ker %) is extraspecial, it follows that Ker %Z
and %(1)=|U : Z| 12. Either G=Sp(2m, q) for q odd and m4 or
SU(m, q)GGU(m, q) for q arbitrary and m8. Let M be the Schur
multiplier of G$ and let M be the Schur multiplier of G$Z(G$). We will
show that M=1.
Let 1 be a Schur representation group for G$. By [11, p. 186], 1A$G$
for some AZ(1) such that |A|=|M| and A1 $. Since 1A=(1A)$
and A1 $, we have 1=1 $. Let AB1 with BA=Z(1A). Since
[1, B]AZ(1) and 1=1 $, the three subgroups lemma implies that
[1, B]=1. Thus BZ(1 ) & 1 $. By [11, Corollary 11.20.a], B is iso-
morphic to a subgroup of M . By [8], |M |= |Z(G$)|. Thus |B||Z(G$)|=
|BA|, so A=1. Thus M=1, as desired.
Since ZZ(H), % is invariant in H and in G$U. Since M=1, [11,
Theorem 11.7] implies that % extends to % # Irr(G$U). Since G$ is perfect,
Gallagher’s theorem [11, 6.17] implies that % is unique. Thus % is invariant
in H. Since HG$U is cyclic, % extends to % # Irr(H), and % is unique up to
multiplication by a linear character of HG$U.
Since UKer % is a normal extraspecial subgroup of HKer % and %
restricts irreducibly to (x, UKer %) , the assertions about |% (x)| follow
from Lemma 2.5.
If a finite group G acts by permutations on a finite set 0 and g # G, then
the fixed point ratio f (g, 0) is by definition |0|&1 times the number of
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fixed points of g on 0. If G is a finite group and H is a subgroup of G, we
denote by f (g, H)G the fixed point ratio of g on the set of left (or equiv-
alently right) cosets of H in G. The next two results contain the facts we
need about fixed point ratios. They are used in the estimation of /4 .
Lemma 2.7. Let G be a finite group.
(a) If NMG and g # G, then f (g, N)G f (g, M)G .
(b) If MG and g # G, let gG denote the conjugacy class of g in G.
Then f (g, M)G=| gG & M|| gG|.
Proof. Part (a) follows from the observation that fixed points lie in
fixed blocks. Part (b) appears as [13, Lemma 2.5].
Theorem 2.8. Let L be a finite simple group of Lie type over GF(q),
with rank(L)3. Suppose LGAut(L) and G acts transitively and faith-
fully on a set 0. Then f (g, 0)43q for every nonidentity element g # G.
Proof. This follows immediately from [13, Theorem 1]. We mention
that for groups of rank less than 3, all primitive exceptions to the 43q bound
are listed in [13, Table 1]. Magaard [14] has given a proof of Liebeck and
Saxl’s result which does not use the classification of finite simple groups.
3. FUSION INTO THE UNIPOTENT RADICAL
Let G be a classical group with natural module V and let e # V be a non-
zero singular vector. Suppose that x is a nonidentity element of G and the
G-conjugacy class of x meets Op(CG(e)). We show in this section that far
more G-conjugates of x lie in CG(e)"Op(CG(e)) than in Op(CG(e)). This
result will be used in the next section to estimate values of certain induced
characters.
Lemma 3.1. Let G # C(q) with rank(G)=r. Then |G|2q(2r+1)2.
Proof. This is straightforward. Near-equality occurs when G=
GU(2r+1, q).
Lemma 3.2. Let G # C(q) with rank(G)=r. Let W be the natural
module for G and suppose G is the full group I(W ). For i=1, 2, let Pi be the
stabilizer in G of a totally singular i-space Ei of W. Let B(G, i)=|G : Pi |.
Then B(G, 2)qr&3 |W | when G is an orthogonal or unitary group and
B(G, 2)qr&2 |W | when G is a symplectic group. The values of B(G, i) are
given in Table I.
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TABLE I
G B(G, 1) B(G, 2)B(G, 1)
GL(n, q) (qn&1)(q&1) (qn&1&1)(q2&1)
GU(n, q)
(qn&(&1)n)(qn&1&(&1)n&1)
q2&1
(qn&2&(&1)n&2)(qn&3&(&1)n&3)
q4&1
Sp(2m, q) (q2m&1)(q&1) (q2m&2&1)(q2&1)
GO(2m+1, q)
GO=(2m, q)
(qm&=)(qm&1+=)
q&1
(qm&1&=)(qm&2+=)
q2&1
Proof. Note that Pi is a parabolic subgroup of G. By Witt’s lemma, we
have a map from Pi onto GL(Ei)_I(E =i Ei). The kernel of this map is
easily seen to be Op(Pi). Thus
B(G, i)=|G : Pi |=|G : Pi |p$=|G| p$ |GL(Ei)| p$ |I(E =i Ei)|p$ .
These values are given in Table I.
To verify the remaining assertions, suppose first that G=GU(n, q) with
n even. Then n=2r. We have |W |=q2n=q4r and
B(G, 2)=(q2r&1)(q2r&1+1)(q2r&2&1)(q2r&3+1)(q2&1)(q4&1).
Hence B(G, 2)q2r&2q2r&6(q2r&1+1)(q2r&3+1)q8r&12qr&3 |W |, by
our standing assumption that r4. Similar computations work for the
odd-dimensional unitary groups.
Suppose G=Sp(2r, q). Then |W |=q2r, while B(G, 2)=(q2r&1)(q2r&2&1)
(q2&1)(q&1)q4r&5qr&2|W |, as desired. We omit the computations
for the orthogonal groups, which are similar.
Definition 3.3. Let G # C(q). Let V be the natural module for G. Let
e # V be a nonzero singular vector. For a nonidentity element x of G, let
c1=|xG & Op(CG(e)| and let c2=|xG & CG(e)|&c1 .
Proposition 3.4. Let G and x be as in Definition 3.3, with rank
(G)=r5. Suppose c1 {0. Then c2 c1qr&2.
Proof. Write CG(e)=LU as in Lemma 1.2, or as in the proof of
Proposition 1.5 when G is a linear group. Let P be the stabilizer in I(V ) of
(e) , so that P is a maximal parabolic of I(V ). Since G is normal in I(V ),
P normalizes CG(e). Now G has a subgroup G0 with |G : G0 |2, G0 # C0 ,
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and G$=G$0=O p$(G0). Moreover, G0 has a BN-pair and a conjugate of the
full diagonal subgroup of G0 is contained in P. If G{G0 , then P contains
reflections or transvections. Thus I(V )=PG=GP.
Let K=xI(V ). Then K/I(V)$G. Let K1 , ..., Kn be the distinct
G-classes contained in K. Since G is normal in I(V ), Ki=K gi1 for some
gi # I(V ). Since I(V )=GP=PG, we may take gi # P. Since P normalizes
CG(e) and U, we have |Ki & CG(e)|=|Kj & CG(e)| and |Ki & U|= |Kj & U|
for 1i< jn. If we define c^1 to be |xI(V ) & U| and c^2 to be |xI(V ) &
CI(V )(e)|& c^1=|xI(V ) & CG(e)|&c^1 , then it follows that c^2c^1=c2 c1 . Thus
we may assume that G=I(V).
Without loss of generality, x # U. Since x acts trivially on (e)=(e) , we
have dim[x, V]2 and dim[x, V]=1 when G is a general linear group.
First suppose G is not a general linear group. We claim that x centralizes
a hyperbolic plane of V. To see this, let R be the radical of CV (x), with
respect to the bilinear or sesquilinear form on V. Since CV (x)=[V, x]=
has codimension at most 2 in V, the codimension of R= in V is at most 2.
Thus R has dimension at most 2. Let S be a subspace of CV (x) such
that CV (x)=RS. Then S is a nondegenerate unitary, symplectic, or
orthogonal space of dimension at least dim V&42r&4. Hence S
contains a hyperbolic plane. This proves the claim.
Since L is the centralizer in G=I(V ) of a hyperbolic plane H, Witt’s
lemma implies that some y # L is G-conjugate to x. Let W=H= be the
natural module for L. Then dim[ y, W]=dim[x, V]2.
Suppose dim[ y, W]=2. We claim that CLU ( y)=CL( y) CU ( y). Indeed
if g # CLU ( y), write g= g1 u, with g1 # L and u # U. Then [ g1 u, y]=
[ g1 , y]u [u, y]=1, so [ g1 , y] # L & U=1 and the claim follows. Thus
|LU : CLU ( y)|=|L : CL( y)| |U : CU ( y)|. Since UZ is the natural module
for L, and Z is central in LU, we have |U : CU ( y)||UZ :
CUZ( y)|=|[UZ, y]|=|[W, y]|=q2a, where a=2 if G is a unitary
group, and a=1 otherwise. Thus c2|LU : CLU ( y)|q2a |L : CL( y)|.
We will show that |L : CL( y)|B(L, 2), in the notation of Lemma 3.2.
We note that CL( y) stabilizes [ y, W]. Hence |L : CL( y)|B(L, 2) if
[ y, W] is totally singular. Now suppose [ y, W] is not totally singular.
Then [ y, W] is isometric to [x, V] and (e)[x, V](e) =. Thus we
may write [ y, W]=(d, f ) , where f is singular, d is nonsingular, and
(d, f )=0. Let S be the stabilizer in L of [ y, W] and let C be the
centralizer in L of [ y, W]. Then SC is a subgroup of GL(2, qa) which
stabilizes ( f ). Hence |SC|qa(qa&1)2. Let D be the centralizer in L of
d. Let (d) = be the subspace of W orthogonal to d. Let X=(d) = if G is
a unitary or odd characteristic orthogonal group and let X=(d) =(d) if
G is a characteristic 2 orthogonal group.
If L = GU(n, q), then D = GU(n & 1, q). If L = GO(2m + 1, q), then
D = GO=(2m, q), with = = \1. If L = GO=(2m, q) with q odd, then
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D=GO(2m&1, q). If L=GO=(2m, q) with q even, then D=Z2_
Sp(2m&2, q), since a transvection in L centralizes (d) =. Let M=
Sp(2m&2, q) in the last case and let M=D in the other three cases. Then
X is the natural module for M and C is the centralizer in D of a one-dimen-
sional singular subspace of X. (If L is a characteristic 2 orthogonal group,
note that C=CD( f ) is the centralizer in D of the image in X of f, since f
is the only singular vector in the coset f +(d).)
Thus |L : CL( y)||L : S|=|L : D| |D : C||S : C||L : D| B(M, 1)
qa(qa&1)2. Now |L : D| respectively equals qn&1(qn&(&1)n), qm(qm+=),
qm&1(qm&=), and qm&1(qm&=) in the four cases above. Now the table in
Lemma 3.2 shows that |L : D| B(M, 1)qa(qa&1)2B(L, 2) in each of the
four cases. Thus |L : CL( y)|B(L, 2) as desired and so c2q2a |L : CL( y)|
q2aB(L, 2).
Since L has rank r&1, Lemma 3.2 gives c2q2qr&4 |W | when G is an
orthogonal group, c2q2qr&3 |W | when G is a symplectic group, and c2
q4qr&4 |W | when G is a unitary group. Since UZ$W, we have c2
qr&2 |U| if G is an orthogonal or symplectic group and c2qr&1 |U| if G
is a unitary group. Since c1<|U|, it follows that c2>qr&2c1 when
dim[ y, W]=2.
Now suppose G is a unitary, symplectic, or orthogonal group and
dim[ y, W]=1. Then x and y are transvections in G$, so G is a unitary or
symplectic group. The argument above shows that c2|[W, y]| |L :
CL( y)|=qa |L : CL( y)|. Since CL( y) stabilizes [W, y], we have |L : CL( y)|
B(L, 1). Lemma 3.2 yields c2q(q2m&1)(q&1) when L=Sp(2m, q)
and c2q2(qn&(&1)n)(qn&1&(&1)n&1)(q2&1) when L=GU(n, q). By
Lemma 1.2, all transvections in U lie in Z, and so c1q&1. Clearly c2>
qr&2c1 .
Finally suppose G is a general linear group GL(r+1, q). Then every
nonidentity element of U is a transvection and so c1=qr&1. The number
of transvections in L is easily seen to be (qr&1)(qr&1&1)(q&1), so
c2 c1>(qr&1&1)(q&1)>qr&2.
4. MAIN THEOREM
Definition 4.1. Let G # C (Definition 1.0). Let Y be the natural
module for G. Let d be a positive integer. We say that x # G is d-small if
0<dim[Y, x]d. If H # A and x # H, we say x is d-small if the image of
x in HOp(H) is a d-small element of HOp(H).
For the nongroup-theorist reader, we point out that d-small classes are
abundant and easy to construct. For nd, the natural ‘‘upper left corner’’
embedding of GL(d, q) into GL(n, q) produces d-small classes in GL(n, q).
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To produce 2d-small classes in Sp(2n, q), for nd, we embed Sp(2d, q) into
Sp(2n, q) by writing the natural module V for Sp(2n, q) in the form
V=V1 V2 , where V1 is the direct sum of d mutually orthogonal hyper-
bolic planes (see [1, pp. 8081]) and V2=V =1 is the direct sum of n&d
mutually orthogonal hyperbolic planes. Any element of Sp(V1)$Sp(2d, q)
can be viewed as an element of Sp(V )$Sp(2n, q) which acts as the identity
on V2 . This element of Sp(2n, q) is clearly 2d-small. Similar embeddings
exist for the unitary and orthogonal groups.
Transvections and reflections in classical groups are d-small for all d1.
Transvections generate the special linear, special unitary, and symplectic
groups, as well as the general orthogonal groups in characteristic 2. Reflec-
tions generate the general orthogonal groups in odd characteristic.
Theorem 4.2. Let q be a prime power and let d be a positive integer.
Then if d8 there exists a positive constant #=#(d, q) such that
|/(x)/(1)|/(1)&#r whenever H # A(q) (Definition 1.1) with rank
(H)=rd, / # Irr(H), and x # H is d-small. We will take #0.001 in this
general case. If we require in addition that H # A1 , then we may take
#(8, q)=0.001 for all q. If we require that H # A1(q) and q8, then #(4, q)
exists and we may take #(4, q)=0.01 for all q8.
Proof. We proceed by induction on r starting with the base step r=d.
We also need a secondary induction on |H|, for groups of fixed rank r. In
view of Definition 1.1, we distinguish four cases. In case (a), H=G # C(q).
In case (b), H=GV as in part (b) of Definition 1.1 and V Ker /. In
case (c), H=GV as in part (c) of Definition 1.1 and Z=Z(H) Ker /. In
case (d), H=GU as in part (d) of Definition 1.1 and Z=Z(U)=
Z(H) Ker /. For all rd, we will show that |/(x)/(1)|/(1)&#r in
case (a). In cases (b) and (c) we will show that |/(x)/(1)|
q&12/(1)&#(r+1), and in case (d) we will show that |/(x)/(1)|
q2#&12/(1)&#(r+1). The last two inequalities are indeed stronger than the
conclusion |/(x)/(1)|/(1)&#r of the theorem. To see this, it suffices to
show that q2#&12/(1)&#(r+1)/(1)&#r, or equivalently, that /(1)#(r2+r)
q&2#+12. Now /(1)|H| 12=|G| 12 |Op(H)| 12<q2r+2 |G| 12. By Lemma
3.1, |G| 12q2r2+2r+1. Since #0.01, the desired inequality holds.
To begin the base step, suppose that r=d and we are in case (a), so that
H=G # C(q). If we do not require that H # A1 , then trivial finiteness
considerations guarantee the existence of a positive constant #(d, q) such
that |/(x)/(1)|/(1)&#d whenever / # Irr(G) and x # G"Z(G). Since the
natural G-module has dimension at least d+1, Z(G) contains no d-small
elements. The last inequality and the condition that #(d, q)0.001 define
#(d, q) in the general case where we do not require that H # A1 .
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Now suppose that G # C1(q). By Lemma 3.1, /(1)q2r
2+2r+1=
q2d 2+2d+1. Thus if d=8, then /(1)q145. We may assume that /(1)>1. By
Theorem 2.2, |/(x)/(1)| 1920 and |/(x)/(1)|max(9q, (- q&1)&1). One
checks that max(9q, (- q&1)&1)(q145)&0.0018 for q11, and that
19
20(q
145)&0.0018 for q9. If d=4 and q>11, then |/(x)/(1)|
max(9q, (- q&1)&1)(q41)&0.014/(1)&#d. Suppose d=4 and q is 8,
9, or 11. By Theorem 2.2, |/(x)/(1)|max(8q&14q2, m(q)), where
m(q)=8q+(1&3q)(q- q&1))&1&19q2+12q3. One checks that
m(q)<8q&14q2 when 8q11. Thus |/(x)/(1)|8q&14q2
(q41)&0.014/(1)&#d for those values of q. This completes case (a) of the
base step.
Now we consider cases (b) and (c) of the base step. Thus H=GV, where
V is the natural module for G or its dual in case (b) and V is the
orthogonal module for the even characteristic symplectic group G in case
(c). Let * be a linear constituent of /V . We have *{1. Now / is induced
from a character of IH(*)=IG(*)V, and the formula for induced characters
shows that |/(x)/(1)| is at most the fixed point ratio f (x, IG(*)V )H=
f ( y, IG(*))G , where x= yu with y # G and u # V. Now f ( y, IG(*))G
f ( y, IG(*) Z(G))G=f ( yZ(G), IG(*) Z(G)Z(G))GZ(G) . By Theorem 2.8,
the last ratio at most 43q. Thus it suffices to show that 43q
q&12/(1)&#(d+1) when (d, #) is (8, 0.001) or when q8 and (d, #) is
(4, 0.01). We have /(1)|H| 12=|G| 12 |V| 12q2d2+2d+1q2d+1=q2(d+1)2.
When (d, #)=(8, 0.001), it suffices to show that 43qq&12(q162)&0.0019.
When (d, #)=(4, 0.01) and q8, it suffices to show that 43q
q&12(q50)&0.015. These inequalities are easily checked.
Next we treat case (d) of the base step. Then H=GU as in part (d) of
Definition 1.1. Let % be an irreducible constituent of /U . By Lemma 2.6, %
extends to % # Irr(H). Then /=%  for some  # Irr(HU)=Irr(G). Let
x= yu, with y # G and u # U. Then y is by definition a d-small element
of G and so |( y)(1)|(1)&#d, by induction on |H|. Lemma 2.6
implies that |% (x)% (1)|q&12. Thus |/(x)/(1)|q&12(1)&#d, while
%(1)&#(d+1)=|U : Z| &#2(d+1)q&2#. Thus it suffices to show that
q&12(1)&#dq2#&12(1)&#(d+1) q&2#. Since (1)&#d(1)&#(d+1), the
desired inequality holds.
Now we do the inductive step, beginning with case (a). Thus
H=G # C(q) and rank(G)=r>d. Let V be the natural G-module. Since
dim CV (x)2 and dim CV (x)>2 when G is a unitary, symplectic, or
orthogonal group, it follows that CV (x) contains a nonzero singular vector
e. After replacing x by a conjugate, we may assume x  Op(CG(e)); see
Proposition 3.4. Let N be the stabilizer in G of (e). Let C=CG(e). Then
C=LU, as in Lemma 1.2, or as in the proof of Proposition 1.5 if G is a
linear group. We have rank(L)=r&1. Proposition 1.5, C # A, and C # A1
if G # C1 .
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We may assume /(1)>1. Write /N=/1+/2+/3+/4 as in Defini-
tion 2.3. Let  be an irreducible constituent of (/4)C . Write x= yu, with
y # L and u # U. Since x and y act the same on (e) =(e) , and since
(e) =(e) is the natural module for L, we see that y is a d-small element
of L, and so x is by definition a d-small element of C and of CZ. Since 
is a constituent of (/4)C , U Ker . If G is a unitary or odd characteristic
symplectic group, then ZKer . We apply case (b) or (c) of the inductive
hypothesis to C (or CZ), x, and . This yields |(x)(1)|q&12(1)&#r.
Since /(1)(1)|G : CG(e)|<|V|q2(2r+1), we have ((1)/(1))&#r=
(/(1)(1)#r<q5#. Hence |(x)|q5#&12/(1)&#r(1). By the triangle
inequality, |/4(x)|q5#&12/4(1) /(1)&#r.
Next let  be an irreducible constituent of (/3)C . Then G is a unitary
or odd characteristic symplectic group. We have Z Ker . As above, x
is a d-small element of C. We apply case (d) of the inductive hypothesis
to C, x, and . This yields |(x)(1)|q2#&12(1)&#r. As above,
((1)/(1))&#r<q5#, and so |(x)|q7#&12/(1)&#r (1). By the triangle
inequality, |/3(x)|q7#&12/3(1) /(1)&#r.
If  is an irreducible constituent of (/1+/2)C , then UKer . Since y
is a d-small element of L, case (a) of the inductive hypothesis yields
|(x)|=|( y)|(1)&#(r&1) (1). Hence |(x)|(1)&#r (1). As
above, this implies that |(x)|q5#/(1)&#r (1). By the triangle inequality,
|/1(x)|+|/2(x)|q5#(/1+/2)(1) /(1)&#r.
Let f =(/1+/2)(1) and let e=(/3+/4)(1). By Lemma 2.4, f/(1)
\(q)+|U|&1, where \(q)= 34 if q4 and \(q)=(- q&1)&1 if q>4. The
triangle inequality gives |/(x)|(q5#f +q7#&12e) /(1)&#r. The expression
in parentheses attains its maximum when f =(\(q)+|U|&1) /(1) and e=
(1&\(q)&|U|&1) /(1). Thus it suffices to establish that
q5#(\(q)+|U| &1)+q7#&12(1&\(q)&|U| &1)1
when #=0.01 and q is arbitrary. We have |U|&1q&rq&5. Let
t=\(q)+|U|&1. We solve the displayed inequality for t, obtaining
t(1&q&0.43)(q0.05&q&0.43)=(q0.43&1)(q0.48&1). For q7, we have
q0.43 > 2.1 and q&5 < 0.1- q < 0.1(- q & 1). Thus \(q) + q&5 < 1.1
(- q&1) < (q0.43 & 1)(- q & 1) < (q0.43 & 1)(q0.48 & 1), as desired. For
q5, we verify directly that \(q)+q&5<(q0.43&1)(q0.48&1).
Next we treat cases (b) and (c) of the inductive step. Let H=GV, with
G # C and V as in part (b) or (c) of Definition 1.1. Let / # Irr(G) with
V Ker /, and with Z Ker / when V is the orthogonal module for
Sp(2m, q)=G. Let * be a linear constituent of /V . By Proposition 1.5 and
Lemma 1.4, IG(*) # A, except that we may have IG(*)$Z2_Sp(2m&2, q)
in case (b) when G=GO=(2m, q) with q even. Furthermore, if G # C1 , then
IG(*) # A1 . Let I=IG(*). We may assume that x # IV.
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Now IVKer *$I_(VKer *), so * extends to 1_* # Irr(IVKer *). We
may view 1_* as a character of IV. Since * extends to IV, every irreducible
character of IV which lies over * is of the form (1_*) , for some
 # Irr(I ). By Clifford’s theorem, /=((1_*) )H for some such . Let
x= yu with y # I and u # V. Let K be the conjugacy class of y in G. Let
y1 , ..., ys # I be representatives for the distinct I-conjugacy classes K1 , ..., Ks
which are contained in K. Now |/(x)|=|(1_*)H (x)||(1_*)|H (x)
=||G ( y). By a standard formula,
||G ( y)= :
s
i=1
|CG( y) : CI ( yi)| |( yi)|.
Hence,
|/(x)/(1)| :
s
i=1
|CG( y) : CI ( yi)| |( yi)||G : I | (1)
= :
s
i=1
|Ki | |( yi)||K| (1).
By Lemma 2.7, |K & I ||K| is the fixed point ratio f ( y, I )G . Now
f ( y, I )Gf ( y, IZ(G))G=f ( yZ(G), IZ(G)Z(G))GZ(G) . By Theorem 2.8, the
last ratio is at most 43q. Thus
:
s
i=1
|Ki | |( yi)||K| (1)(43q) :
s
i=1
|Ki | |( yi)||K & I | (1).
We claim that if yi  Op(I ), then yi is a d-small element of I. Suppose first
that we are in case (b) and G is a unitary, symplectic, or orthogonal group.
Then V is a selfdual GF(q)[G]-module and so I=CG(w) for some nonzero
w # V. If w is a singular vector, then (w) =(w) is the natural module
for IOp(I ). Since yi  Op(I ), yi acts nontrivially on (w) =(w) . Since
dim[V, yi]=dim[V, y]=dim[V, x]d, we have dim[(w)=(w) , yi]
d. Thus yi is a d-small element of I in this case. If w is nonsingular and
G is a unitary group or odd characteristic orthogonal group, then Op(I )
=1 and (w) = is the natural module for I. Since dim[V, yi]=dim[V, x]
d, we have dim[(w) =, yi]d. Since V=(w) (w) =, yi acts non-
trivially on (w) =, so yi is a d-small element of I. If w is nonsingular and
G is a characteristic-2 orthogonal group of dimension 2m, then I=
Sp(2m&2, q) or I=Z2_Sp(2m&2, q). The natural module for IOp(I ) is
(w) =(w) , and yi  Op(I ) implies that yi acts nontrivially on (w) =(w).
As above, dim[(w) =(w) , yi]d, so yi is a d-small element of I.
If we are in case (b) and G is a linear group, then V is the dual
of the natural G-module W. Hence V*$W and so I=CG(w) for some
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w # W. Then W(w) is the natural module for IOp(I ) and 0<
dim[W(w), yi]dim[W, yi]=dim[V, yi]=dim[V, y]=dim[W, y]d.
Thus yi is a d-small element of I.
Finally suppose we are in case (c). Then G=Sp(2m, q) and V is the
orthogonal module for G. As in the proof of Lemma 1.4, we embed V into
X, a hyperbolic orthogonal space of dimension 2m+2, so that V=(w)= for
a nonsingular vector w # X. We showed in the proof of Lemma 1.4 that
I=GO=(2m, q). Moreover the natural module for G is (w) =(w) and the
natural module for I is (w, z) =, for some z # X such that (w, z) is
nondegenerate with respect to the bilinear form on X. Since (w)=(w) and
(w, z)= are isomorphic I-modules, we have dim[(w, z) =, yi]=
dim[(w)=(w) , yi]d. It follows that yi is a d-small element of I. This
proves the claim in all cases.
By Proposition 1.5, I # A or I$Z2_Sp(2m&2, q), and I # A1 when
H # A1. The inductive hypothesis yields |( yi)(1)|(1)&#rank(I)
whenever yi  Op(I). Since rank (I ) equals r or r&1, we have |( yi)(1)|
(1)&#r.
Now let c1=|K & Op(I)| and let c2=|K & I |&c1 . If I=Z2_
Sp(2m&2, q) and c1 {0, then c1=1 and K is the class of transvections in
G=GO=(2m, q). We have I=CG(w), where w is a nonsingular vector in V,
which is the natural G-module. The nonsingular lines in (w) ="(w) are the
centers of transvections in CG(w)=I, so |K & I |>1 and so c2>0. The
elements of K & (I"Op(I )) induce transvections on the natural module
(w)=(w) for IOp(I )$Sp(2m&2, q). Since q is even, there is a single con-
jugacy class of transvections in Sp(2m&2, q), which has size q2m&2&1.
Hence, c2q2m&2&1 and so c2 c1>qr&2. Suppose next that Op(I ){1 and
I{Z2_Sp(2m&2, q). Then we are in case (b) and I=CG(e) for a singular
vector e in the natural G-module. Proposition 3.4 implies that c2c1qr&2 if
c1 {0.
Since c1 is the sum of those |Ki | such that Ki /Op(I), and c1+c2=
|K1 |+ } } } +|Ks |, we have
|/(x)/(1)|(43q)[(c1+c2(1)&#r)(c1+c2)].
Since we are in case (b) or (c) of the inductive step, we must show that
|/(x)/(1)|q&12/(1)&#(r+1). In view of the foregoing, it will suffice to
show that
(c1+c2(1)&#r)(c1+c2)(3q124) /(1)&#(r+1).
Since (c1+c2)c1>c2 c1qr&2, we need only show that
q2&r+(1)&#r(3q124) /(1)&#(r+1).
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Now (/(1)(1))&#(r+1)=|G : I |&#(r+1)>|V|&#(r+1)(q2(2r+1))&#(r+1)>
q&4#. Thus it suffices to show that
q2&r+(1)&#r0.75q&4#+12(1)&#(r+1).
This inequality is implied by q2&r(1)#r0.75q&4#+12&1. We have (1)
|I | 12|G| 12q2r2+2r+1, so we need to check that
q2&rq(2r2+2r+1)(#r)<0.75q&4#+12&1.
The left side is less than q2&0.9r, so the inequality holds when d=4, #=0.01,
and q8, and also when d8, #0.001, and q is arbitrary. This completes
cases (b) and (c) of the inductive step.
Finally we treat case (d) of the inductive step. We have H=GU as in part
(d) of Definition 1.1. Let % be an irreducible constituent of /U . By
Lemma 2.6, % extends to % # Irr(H). Thus /=%  for an irreducible character
 of HU$G. Let x= yu with y # G, u # U. Then y is a d-small element
of G and so |( y)(1)|(1)&#r, using induction on |H|. Lemma 2.6
implies that |% (x)% (1)|q&12. Thus |/(x)/(1)|q&12(1)&#r, while
%(1)&#(r+1)=|U : Z|&#2(r+1)q&2#. Thus it suffices to show that
q&12(1)&#rq2#&12(1)&#(r+1)q&2#. Since (1)&#r(1)&#(r+1), the
desired inequality holds.
Remarks. Even when H # A"A1 , it is extremely plausible that # is really
independent of q. To prove this, however, we would have to extend the
results of [7] to cover the general orthogonal groups. That could probably
be done with some additional effort.
The proof of Theorem 4.2 can apparently be modified to give a bound of
the form |/(x)/(1)|C/(1)&$r, where C>1 is a constant and $=$(d, q) is
considerably larger than #(d, q). However, such a bound would not be very
suitable for the applications to random walks.
5. THE NUMBER OF CONJUGACY CLASSES
In this section we estimate the number k(G) of conjugacy classes in a
classical group G. We will use the generating functions for k(G) given by
Wall [17]. We derive the bound k(G)q3r, which, although crude, will be
very satisfactory for our purposes.
We regard t either as an indeterminate or as a complex variable. Wall’s
generating functions will be simple combinations of the functions of t defined
below.
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Definition 5.1. Let
f1(t)= ‘

*=1
(1+t*), f2(t)= ‘

*=1
(1+t2*), f3(t)= ‘

*=1
(1+t2*&1)
g1(t)= ‘

*=1
(1&qt*)&1, g2(t)= ‘

*=1
(1&qt2*)&1.
For real numbers a and b and integers m0 define a sequence /m=
/m(a, b, t) of polynomials in t by
(1) /&1=a, /0=b
(2) /2m+1&/2m=t2m+1/2m&1
(3) /2m+2&/2m+1=tm+1(1+tm+1)[/2m+1+(1&t2m+1) /2m&1)].
Define a power series /(t)=/(a, b, t) by
(4) /(t)#/2m(t) (mod tm), m=0, 1, 2, . . ..
Lemma 5.2. In the definition of /(a, b, t), conditions (3) and (4) above can
be replaced by
(3$) /2m+2=/2m+1+tm+1(1+tm+1)[/2m&1+/2m]
(4$) /(t)#/2m(t) (mod tm+1), m=0, 1, 2, . . ..
Proof. One can derive (3$) by replacing /2m+1 in the right-hand side
of (3) by the expression /2m+t2m+1/2m&1 from (2). By (4), we have
/(t)#/2m+2(t) (mod tm+1). Thus it remains to show that /2m+2(t)#
/2m(t) (mod tm+1). The last congruence follows immediately from (2) and
(3$).
Definition 5.3. Let f (t) and g(t) be polynomials or power series with
real coefficients. We say f (t)Og(t) if all coefficients of g(t)& f (t) are non-
negative.
Lemma 5.4. Let /(a, b, t) be as in Definition 5.1. Then 0O/(0, 1, t)O
/(1, 1, t). If /(1, 1, t)=a0+a1t+ } } } +antn+..., then an2.32n.
Proof. The recursion formulas (2) and (3$) show that 0O/m(a, b, t)
when a and b are nonnegative. Easy inductive arguments show that
/2m+1(0, 1, t)O/2m+1(1, 1, t) and /2m+2(0, 1, t)O/2m+2(1, 1, t) for all
m0. Hence 0O/(0, 1, t)O/(1, 1, t), proving the first assertion.
Write /i=/i (1, 1, t). To prove the second assertion, define the norm & f &
of a polynomial f (t) # R[t] to be the maximum of the absolute values of its
coefficients. We will show that &/m&2.3m for all m0. We verify this
directly for m=0, 1, 2. If m=2k+1 with k1, then by induction
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&/2k+1&&/2k&+&/2k&1&2.32k+2.32k&1<2.32k+1. If m=2k+2 with
k1, then induction and (3$) yield
&/2k+2&&/2k+1&+&tm+1(1+tm+1)[/2k&1+/2k]&
2.32k+1+2(2.32k&1+2.32k).
Since 2.32+2(2.3+1)<2.33, the last expression is at most 2.32k+2, and
so &/m&2.3m for all m0. Let an be as in the statement of this lemma. By
(4$), an is the coefficient of tn in /2n . Thus an&/2n&2.32n.
Theorem 5.5. (a) k(GU(n, q)) is the coefficient of tn in f1(t) g1(t).
(b) For q odd and n even, k(Sp(n, q)) is the coefficient of tn in
f2(t)4 g2(t).
(c) For q odd, let k=n=k(GO
=(n, q)); define GO+(n, q)=GO&(n, q)=
GO(n, q) if n is odd. Then k+n +k
&
n is the coefficient of t
n in f3(t)4 g2(t).
(d) For q and n even, let k(Sp(n, q)) and k(GO=(n, q)) be the coef-
ficients of tn in the power series sp(t2) and |=(t2), respectively. Then
sp(t2)=/(0, 1, t2) g2(t),
|+(t2)+|&(t2)=/(1, 1, t2) g2(t).
Proof. See [17, Section 2.6 and Theorem 3.7.3]. We will not need the
expressions for k+n &k
&
n and |+(t
2)&|&(t2).
Lemma 5.6. View t as a complex variable. Then, with notation as in
Definition 5.1, fi (t) is analytic in |t|<1 for i=1, 2, 3. Furthermore g1(t) is
analytic in |t|<q&1 and g2(t) is analytic in |t|<q&12. Finally /(1, 1, t2) is
analytic in |t|<2.3&1.
Proof. By a standard criterion (see, e.g., [16, Theorem 15.6]), a sufficient
condition for a product >n=1 hn(z) of analytic functions to be analytic in a
region 0 of the complex plane is that n=1 |hn(z)&1| converge uniformly
on compact subsets of 0. To show that f1 is analytic in |t|<1, we therefore
need only observe that *=1 |t|
* converges uniformly in |t|\, for all \<1.
The same proof works for f2 and f3 . To show that g1 is analytic in |t|<q&1,
choose \<q&1. For |t|\, we have
:

*=L
|1&(1&qt*)&1| :

*=L
q\*+q2\2*+q3\3*+ } } }
=q\L(1&\)+q2\2L(1&\2)+q3\3L(1&\3)+ } } }
<2(q\L+q2\2L+q3\3L+ } } } )
=2q\L(1&q\L),
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establishing the desired uniform convergence. Similarly g2 is analytic in
|t|<q&12. Finally the assertion about /(1, 1, t2) follows from Lemma 5.4.
Lemma 5.7. Let f (z)=n=0 anz
n be analytic in |z|<R. If 0<\<R, let
M( f, \) be the maximum of | f | on |z|=\. Then |an |M( f, \) \&n.
Proof. This is ‘‘Cauchy’s estimate,’’ a standard consequence of the
Cauchy integral formula.
Proposition 5.8. Let G # C(q) have rank r20. Then k(G)q3r.
Proof. Let I(V)$GI(V) as in Section 1. Write I(V)=I. Then
k(G)|I : G| k(I )|I : I$| k(I). Thus we need only show that k(I )
q3r|I : I$|. Henceforth we assume that G=I.
Suppose first that G=GL(n, q). Let S(n, q) denote the set of all ordered
sequences ( f1 , ..., fm) of nonconstant monic polynomials with coefficients in
GF(q), such that deg f1+ } } } +deg fm=n. By the theory of elementary
divisors, the number of similarity classes of n_n matrices over GF(q) is less
than the cardinality s(n, q) of S(n, q). Thus k(G)<s(n, q). We claim that
s(n, q)q2n for all n1. This is clear if n=1. Suppose inductively that
s(i, q)q2i for 1in&1. Partition S into sets Si=[( f1 , ..., fm) #
S(n, q) : deg f1=i]. Then s(n, q)=qs(n&1, q)+q2s(n&2, q)+ } } } +qn
q1q2(n&1)+q2q2(n&2)+ } } } +qn=q2n(q&1+q&2+ } } } +q&n)<q2n, proving
the claim. Thus k(G)q2n=q2r+2<q3r|G : G$|.
Next let G=GU(n, q). Let t be a complex variable. By Theorem 5.5 and
Lemma 5.6, k(G) is the coefficient of tn in f1(t) g1(t), which is analytic in
|t|<q&1. We apply Lemma 5.7 with \=q&1.1. By the triangle inequality,
M( f1g1 , \)= f1(\) g1(\). Since log(1+\*)<\*, we have f1(\)
exp(\(1&\))=exp((q1.1&1)&1), which is less than 2.4 for all q2. To
estimate g1(\), we use the relation &log(1&x)=x+x22+x33+ } } } to
write log g1(\) as
(q&0.1+q&0.22+q&0.33+ } } } )+(q&1.2+q&2.42+q&3.63+ } } } )
+(q&2.3+q&4.62+q&6.93+ } } } )+ } } }
=(q&0.1+q&1.2+q&2.3+ } } } )+(12)(q&0.2+q&2.4+q&4.6+ } } } )
+(13)(q&0.3+q&3.6+q&6.9+ } } } )+ } } }
=q&0.1(1&q&1.1)+q&0.22(1&q&2.2)+q&0.33(1&q&3.3)+ } } }
<2(q&0.1+q&0.22+q&0.33+ } } } )
=2 log[(1&q&0.1)&1].
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Hence, g1(\)<(1&q&0.1)&2, which is less than 223 for all q2. Thus
M( f1 g1 , \) = f1(\) g1(\)  (2.4)(223) < 536. Hence, k(G) < 536q1.1n <
q10q1.1(2r+1)=q2.2r+11.1. Since |G : G$|=q+1 and r20, we have k(G)<
q3r|G : G$|, as desired.
Now suppose G=I is a symplectic or orthogonal group of dimension n in
odd characteristic. We must show that the coefficient of tn in f 42(t) g2(t)
(resp. f 43(t) g2(t)) is less than q
3r|G : G$| for r20. We apply Lemma 5.7
with \=q&1. Using the identity (1+x)(1+x2)(1+x3) } } } =(1&x)&1
(1&x3)&1 (1&x5)&1 } } } (see [9, p. 102]), we note that g2(\)= f1(\), so
M( f 42g2 , \) and M( f
4
3g2 , \) are both less than f1(\)
5. As in the unitary case,
this is less than exp(5\(1&\))=exp(5(q&1))e52. Hence Lemma 5.7
implies that k(G)e52qne52q2r+2<q3r|G : G$| for r20.
Next suppose G=I is a symplectic or orthogonal group of dimension n in
characteristic 2. It suffices to show that the coefficient of tn in /(1, 1, t2) g2(t)
is less than q3r2, since |G : G$|2. By Definition 5.1 and Lemmas 5.2 and
5.4, we have
/(1, 1, t2)=1+3t2+4t4+7t6+a4t8+a5t10+ } } } ,
where 0am2.32m for m0. If q4, let \=q&1. Then M(g2 , \)=
M( f1 , \)e13, as in the preceding paragraph. The maximum of /(1, 1, t2)
on |t|=\ is less than 1+316+4256+74096+(2.34)8+(2.34)10+ } } } ,
which is less than 2. Hence the coefficient of tn in /(1, 1, t2) g2(t) is at most
2e13qn2e13q2r+2<q3r2, as desired.
If q=2, we take \=0.4. The maximum of /(1, 1, t2) on |t|=\ is less than
1+3(0.4)2+4(0.4)4+7(0.4)6+0.928(1&0.922)<5. The maximum of g2(t)
on |t|=\ is
(1&2(0.4)2)&1 (1&2(0.4)4)&1 (1&2(0.4)6)&1 } } }
<0.68&1(1+4(0.4)4)(1+4(0.4)6)(1+4(0.4)8) } } }
<0.68&1 exp(4(0.4)4+4(0.4)6+4(0.4)8+ } } } )
=0.68&1 exp(4(0.4)4(1&0.16))<2.
Thus the coefficient of tn in /(1, 1, t2) g2(t) is at most M(/(1, 1, t2), \)
M(g2 , \) \&n  10(2.5)n < 10(21.322n) 10(21.322(2r+2)) < 21.322(2r+2)+3.4 <
23r&1 for r20, as desired.
6. BOUNDS FOR RANDOM WALKS
In this section we show that the random walks described in the introduc-
tion achieve near-uniformity in O(r) steps. We use the results of Sections 4
and 5 and the methods of [5].
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Let G be a finite group. Let / # Irr(G) and let \ be a matrix representation
of G which affords /. Let f be a complex-valued function on G. We define
the Fourier transform /( f ) to be the /(1)_/(1) matrix x # G f (x) \(x). The
possible dependence of /( f ) on the choice of \ will cause no problems for
us; see Lemma 6.1(iii) below. If f and g are two functions on G, we define
the convolution f V g by f V g(x)=y # G f (xy&1) g( y). As usual, we say a
function f on G is a class function if f is constant on conjugacy classes. If A
is a matrix with complex entries, we define A* to be the conjugate transpose
of A.
Lemma 6.1. With notation as above
(i) /( f V g)=/( f ) /(g)
(ii) / # G | f (x)|2=|G|&1 / # Irr(G) /(1) Tr[/( f ) /( f )*]
(iii) If f is a class function on G, then /( f ) is the scalar matrix
(x # G f (x) /(x)/(1)) I.
Proof. These are [5, Lemmas 1, 2, 5] with slightly different notation.
Part (ii) is called the Plancherel formula.
If f is a function on G, we define its norm & f & to be x # G | f (x)|. We now
state a version of the ‘‘upper bound lemma’’ of Diaconis and Shahshahani.
Lemma 6.2. Let f be a function on G. Then & f &2/ # Irr(G) /(1)
[Tr/( f ) /( f )*].
Proof. By the CauchySchwarz inequality, & f &2=& f } 1&2
|G| x # G | f (x)| 2. Now the result follows from the Plancherel formula.
Let P be a probability measure on G which is also a class function.
Assume that the support of P is a generating set E of G, so that E is a union
of conjugacy classes. In this paper G will be classical group and E will be a
union of d-small classes of G. We consider the random walk based on E
described in the introduction. Associated with the k th stage of this walk is
the probability measure P*k, and the deviation from randomness at the k th
stage is measured by &P*k&U&, where U is the uniform distribution on G;
U(x)=|G|&1 for all x # G.
When G has a subgroup G+ of index 2, we may need the half-uniform dis-
tributions U+ and U& on G. We define U+ (resp. U&) to be 2 |G|&1 times
the characteristic function of G+ (resp. G"G+). We assume that P vanishes
on G+ and investigate how fast P*k approaches U+ (resp. U&) when k is
even (resp. odd).
Before giving the main corollaries to Theorem 4.2, we need a more explicit
statement of the upper bound lemma. For our purposes the function f in
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Lemma 6.2 will be either P*k&U, P*k&U+ with k even, or P*k&U&
with k odd. By Lemma 6.1, /(U)=0 if / is not the principal character, and
/(U)=/(P)=1 if / is the principal character. If G has a subgroup G+ of
index 2, then /(U +)=/(U&)=0 if G+ Ker /. If / is the principal
character, then /(P)=/(U+)=/(U&)=1. If / is the nonprincipal charac-
ter of GG+, then /(U+)=1, while /(U&)=/(P)=&1. The following
lemma is now clear.
Lemma 6.3. We have
&P*k&U&2: /(1)2 } :x # G P(x)(/(x)/(1)) }
2k
,
where the outer sum is taken over all nonprincipal /. If G has a subgroup G+
of index 2 on which P vanishes, and ==(&1)k, then
&P*k&U=&2: /(1)2 } :x # G P(x)(/(x)/(1)) }
2k
,
where the outer sum is taken over all / whose kernels do not contain G+.
Proof. Let f =P*k&U. In view of Lemma 6.2, the first inequality will
be established if we can show that Tr[/( f ) /( f )*]=0 when / is the prin-
cipal character and Tr[/( f ) /( f )*]=/(1) |x # G P(x)(/(x)/(1))| 2k when
/ is nonprincipal. If / is principal, we have /( f )=/(P*k&U)=
/(P)k&/(U)=1&1=0 by Lemma 6.1 and the remarks above. If / is non-
principal, we have /( f )=/(P)k&/(U)=/(P)k=[x # G P(x)(/(x)/(1))]kI.
Hence Tr[/( f ) /( f )*] is as claimed. The proof of the remaining inequality
is similar; we take f =P*k&U =.
Now let G # C(q) with rank(G) = r. The following corollaries to
Theorem 4.2 show that our random walks achieve near-uniformity in O(r)
stages.
Corollary 6.4. Let G # C(q) (Definition 1.0) with rank(G)=r20.
Suppose G=G$. Let d be a positive integer and let #=#(d, q) be as in
Theorem 4.2. Let P be a probability measure on G which is also a class func-
tion. Suppose the support E of P is a union of d-small conjugacy classes. Let
k3#&1r. Then &P*k&U&2q&0.8r.
Proof. By Lemma 6.3, &P*k&U&2= /(1)2| x # G P(x)(/(x)/(1))| 2k,
where the outer sum is taken over all nonprincipal /. By Theorem 4.2,
|/(x)/(1)|/(1)&#r whenever P(x){0. Since x # G P(x)=1, the triangle
inequality shows that the double sum is at most  /(1)2 /(1)&2k#r. Since
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k3#&1r, we have /(1)2 /(1)&2k#r/(1)&4. By [12], /(1)(qr&1)2
q0.95r for r20. Proposition 5.8 now implies that the sum is at most
q3rq&3.8r=q&0.8r.
Remark. In the situation of Corollary 6.4, suppose that k3#&1r and
write k=3#&1r(1+c), with c0. Then the proof above shows that
&P*k&U&2q3r&(4+6c)(0.95r).
Thus for fixed r, &P*k&U&  0 exponentially fast as k  . Similar remarks
apply in the situation of Corollary 6.5 and Corollary 6.6 below.
Corollary 6.5. Let G # C(q) with rank(G)=r20. Suppose |G : G$|
=m, with m odd and m>1. Let d be a positive integer and #=#(d, q) as in
Theorem 4.2. Let P be a probability measure on G which is also a class func-
tion. Suppose the support E of P is a union of d-small conjugacy classes. Sup-
pose further that (x) G$=G and P(x)=P(x&1) for all x # E. Let
kmax(3#&1r, (m2 log m) r2). Then &P*k&U&2q&0.8r+(m&1) m&r.
Proof. The hypotheses imply that GG$ is cyclic and mq+1.
By Lemma 6.3, &P*k&U&2 /(1)2 |x # G P(x)(/(x)/(1))|2k, where the
outer sum is taken over all nonprincipal /. Let S be the contribution to the
double sum from the linear (i.e., degree one) characters of G, and S$ the con-
tribution from the nonlinear characters. Exactly as in the proof of
Corollary 6.4, we have S$q&0.8r. To estimate S, we note that the
hypotheses imply that if / is linear and nonprincipal, and x # E, then /(x) is
an m th root of 1 and /(x){1. Since P(x)=P(x&1), the triangle inequality
yields
} :x # G P(x)(/(x)/(1))}max[ |cos(2?jm)| : 0< j<m].
Since m is odd, this maximum is attained when j=(m&1)2, in which case
|cos(2?jm)|=cos(?m)1&m&2. Thus if k(m2 log m) r2, we have
S(m&1)(1&m&2)(m2 log m) r(m&1)(e&1)r log m=(m&1)m&r.
Corollary 6.6. Let G # C(q) with rank(G)=r20. Suppose GG$ is
cyclic of even order m>1. Let G+ be the unique index 2 subgroup of G. Let
d be a positive integer and let #=#(d, q) as in Theorem 4.2. Let P and E
satisfy the same hypotheses as in Corollary 6.5. Let kmax(3#&1r,
(m2 log m) r2). Let ==(&1)k. Then &P*k&U=&2q&0.8r+(m&2)m&r.
Proof. The hypotheses imply that mq+1. By Lemma 6.3,
&P*k&U=&2 /(1)2 |x # G P(x)(/(x)/(1))|2k, where the outer sum
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omits the two linear characters of G whose kernels contain G+. We omit the
rest of the proof, which is almost identical to that of Corollary 6.5.
Remarks. If G is a classical group and GG$ is not cyclic, then G is a
general orthogonal group in odd characteristic and GG$ Z2_Z2 . If the
natural module V has odd dimension, then G=SO(V)_( &1), so we
assume V has even dimension. The most natural generating set E is the set
of all reflections, which consists of two conjugacy classes of equal size. Let
G+G be the special orthogonal group, and define U+ and U& as above.
Suppose that P is constant on E. Then the methods above show that
&P*k&U=&2q&0.8r for r20, k3#&1r, and ==(&1)k.
In the situation of Corollary 6.6, one would like to modify P by making
P(1)>0 and then showing that &P*k&U& is small for k=O(r). This does
not work. Since &P*k&U&2=/{1 /(1)2 |x # G P(x)(/(x)/(1))| 2k, we cer-
tainly must have /(1)2 |x # G P(x)(/(x)/(1))|2k small when /(1) is on the
order of qr2, and also when / is the nonprincipal character whose kernel con-
tains G+. This requires that both P(1)2k qr2 and (1&2P(1))2k be small for
k=O(r), which is impossible.
One might ask what information about convergence rates of random
walks can be deduced from our ‘‘old’’ bounds for character ratios in
Theorem 2.2, rather than the ‘‘new’’ bounds in Theorem 4.2. For G # C0 and
x # G d-small, Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.1 imply that |/(x)/(1)|/(1)&;r2
for a constant ;>0 which is independent of d and q. Then the arguments
in Corollaries 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6 show that our random walks converge in
O(r2) steps for G # C0 . The same result holds for certain ‘‘classical groups’’
which do not belong to C; see the remarks following Definition 2.1.
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